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"The shipwrecks recovered here describe the terror and devastation of 15 Great Lake passenger

ship disasters."
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"The shipwrecks recovered here describe the terror and devastation of 15 Great Lake passenger

ship disasters."

This little book covers in depth a subject long ignored by maritime writers of the Lakes. There have

many books covering the great storms and freighter losses but passenger ships as a rule don't sail

into storms. Collisions, fires, groundings and mysterious dissapearances. Many well known ships

are covered with the most remembered being the NORONIC which burned in Toronto with a great

loss of life. I only regret that this book is not available in hardback. Still recommended to all of those

interested in Great Lakes maritime history..

Since we live on the Great Lakes we love to know the History. Would recommend to all who want

more information on the ship wrecks.VERY GOOD READ

The photos in this book are astonishing, and the text is written with skill and accuracy. The book

arrived ahead of time, the packaging was great, and it was in perfect condition.



This book has a made an excellent inclusion to my shipwreck collection!!! It is well written and very

informative. If you are a shipwreck lover as I myself am- this book is a must!!

I got this book in the U.P. three years ago on a trip with a friend of mine. I always enjoyed the Great

Lakes, and decided 'What the heck, I'll get a souvineer.' I grabbed this book and read almost all of it

in a few hours. The stories and the detail they are put in take you right back to when these amazing

ships were making their fatefull runs on the dangerous lakes. My personal favorite is the tale of the

Pere Marquette No. 18, because while reading this book, I realized that I am related to the Joe

Brezinski who was first mate and died aboard the ship. I especially enjoyed the pictures and the

maps to show where the wrecks are located. This book is truly amazing and I will continue reading it

time and time again.
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